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Zaterdag 5 November 2005

De Harmsdobbe, Bakkeveen
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Panopticum
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Morphelia

Flamborough Head
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After...
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Arcansiel

 

 

Progfarm 2005 - Sold Out 
  
Once again Progfarm has proved to be a worthy stage for Progressive and Symphonic Rock. 
Though small in size again a couple of hundred people found their way to De Harmsdobbe,
Bakkeveen, 
the home of Koen Roozen, our drummer and the residence of Flamborough Head, to enjoy 
lesser known bands and what they're capable of. 
What could be better: spring-like wheather, a smooth organisation, perfect timing, motivated 
volunteers and so on. 
All bands gave their best and received great appreciation of the audience. 
As it happens this year's edition seems to have injected the bands with lots of extra inspiration, 
which especially showed in the response we got from both Panopticum(Belgium) and Arcansiel(Italy). 
Both bands told us that their appearence had been a highlight for them so far, 
which, most likely, will result in new albums and, hopefully, more live-shows.  
For Flamborough Head Progfarm 2005 meant the presentation of Tales of Imperfection, the new cd. 
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Relaxed and concentrated at the same time, the show had a mature glance; 
After...shure did well keeping a distict tension into their music which got them lots of respect. 
Prog-carpets were shown by Morphelia who were a pleasant surprise, coming close to a kind 
of Gothic/Prog combination. 
All in all this year the word "cosey" seemed to be heard more often than other years. 
Conclusion: musicians, volunteers and audience all together made it a day to remember. 
  
Eddie Mulder 
Flamborough Head 

 

 

For some more pictures of ProgFarm please visit the website of the village of Bakkeveen
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